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Gege Blog English – 12.1 – Starting and setting up Engine "A"   -                                            

                     Démarrage et réglages du moteur "A"  

 

Saturday, April 20, 2013   

Hey, you're in too much of a hurry! A little patience, it will come (at least we hope ...)   

Sunday 21 April 2013   

Yes, now it's Sunday...  

This is the big day we've been waiting for a year... More than 50 years this engine has not been running, and considering the 
work that's been done on it and all its accessories, we can expect anything...  

I take out the Traction Cabriolet to put it in a safe place (yes, it's not raining ...), we put the engine on the floor near the 
entrance of the garage, and prepare it.  

  

Installing leads 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/index.html
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5649.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5650.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5652.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5651.JPG
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Installing the “elbow “(water manifold) and exhaust pipe   

  

We catch up some play on the well oxidized elbow with a shim cut out of a can of Jupiler beer:  

 

 

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5653.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5654.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5655.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5656.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5657.JPG
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The "expansion tank" designed by Andre!!!  and the petrol feed. 

 

 We film our tests with two cameras (I'll put a few videos, I still have to do the editing but it's getting late ...) and ... nothing to 
do, it doesn't start!   

We check everything, the carburettor drips a little when we put it under pressure with the pear of the tank from André's boat, 
but nothing serious. We have a nice spark on the 4 plugs, but nothing, not even a "poof". We try different ignition timing 
advance, from 22° to 17°, but nothing works.   

In desperation, I open the magneto bakelite cover to check the position of the carbon brush  going to the No4 spark plug, and 
there, a huge surprise: instead of being in front of the cylinder 1 spark plug when the TDC ignition mark of cylinder 1 is in the 
small window of the magneto and the flywheel is correctly set on the ignition of cylinder 1, the carbon is in front of cylinder 4!   

Moreover, the rotor turns on our magnetos clockwise (and the contacts counter-clockwise) seen from the contacts side, 
whereas it should turn counter-clockwise (and the contacts clockwise) according to the markings on the bakelite distributor 
and all the documents consulted for the setting (like this one).. 

Intense though, what is this mess ?   

 And I come to the following conclusion:  

1) the documentation shows the armature and rotor on the drive side and not on the contacts side, (or else magnetos that 
turn "left"). This could have been seen by turning the motor by hand. But above all, the rotor cover does not correspond to 
our magnetos, since they show 1 2 3 4 anti-clockwise!!   

2) in the documents, the cylinders are numbered from the rear (1) to the front (4) of the car (I should have suspected it 
because the original punch on the camshaft concerns the TDC explosion of the first cylinder towards the rear of the car). So 
the rear of the group on the C3 is supposed to be in front of the car, for a “tractionist” like me it looks weird !!!   

So I set the magneto on the first cylinder at the front of the car, instead of the 4th one... but it's just a question of convention 
and wire numbering !  

But that doesn't change the fact that the numbering on the rotor cover is the opposite of the direction of rotation on our 
magnetos ... (information taken later, "our" covers came from magnetos for B2 which would rotate in the other direction, see 
below). It doesn't matter, just swap wires 1 and 2, and wires 3 and 4.  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5658.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5659.JPG
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A little drawing is better than a long speech: .:  

 

.  

( Note : click on the image to see a high definition picture) 

 

Well, let's eat to calm down, then we go back to the garage and switch the wires as follows on the plugs first (it's faster!)  

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/magnéto_foireuse.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5660.JPG
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((Edit: Passing through Normandy at the beginning of June 2013, I found what was needed !) 

 

First test, the engine starts immediately ! (I will edit this sequence tomorrow ...)  

It doesn't go too bad, a bit lazy to get up to speed, and it's quite unstable. But during our unsuccessful tests before noon, I had 
reduced the advance to 17° to see. I put back 22°, and that's it.  

Then we put the wires back in the right direction on the rotor cover, so that they are nicely placed (as before) on the spark 
plugs. Indeed, you just have to swap the 1 and the 2, as well as the 3 and the 4 (no wonder it didn't start!). And write with 
indelible felt pen the spark plugs number to be connected to the rotor cover and the spark plug wires for future generations, 
keeping as cylinder 1 the one in front of the car,!  

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/tractions/Mamar2013/IMG_5895.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5664.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5661.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5662.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5663.JPG
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We are astonished not to have read anywhere about this quirk, yet we must not be the only ones to have encountered this 
joke?   

The assembly of the different sequences and tests (with two cameras) will be done tomorrow; in the meantime, two tests 
quickly mounted: during the second one, we modify the (provisional) fuel supply, a non-return valve of the boat canister 
tending to defuse the carburettor ... (sorry, the two cameras were not filming in the same format, I'll try to fix that )..  

 

  

 

The dynamo delivers correctly, but the starter ring gear is really too worn and the pinion gets stuck regularly. So we will have it 
rectified to be able to turn it over, and Michel will turn a new bronze ring for the starter shaft in the gearbox housing ...   

After these "dry" tests, the cylinder head has to be retightened. I had noticed small bubbles at gasket level on the exhaust 
manifold side ;   the tightening at 20 Nm did not totally eliminate them, so we decide to tighten at 25 Nm, and they disappear.   

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5665.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5666.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5667.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/démarrage_0.wmv
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We let the engine cool down, then we fill the block with pure water. And there, big disaster, water flows through the exhaust 
manifold! Disgusted (and desperate André), we decide to try to solve this problem tomorrow, because it's getting late, but we 
are very worried that the block is cracked inside, and therefore irrecoverable. And André goes home very sad ...  

The three of us meet up with Michel on Skype in the evening and go through photos of the cylinder block during its overhaul. 
And what if one or more studs of the exhaust manifold whose threads open into the water chambers were not watertight? It's 
only 10pm, I decide to go and disassemble the manifold and put some water back to see. Maybe it's not that bad, and André 
could spend a peaceful night?  

And here we are: the first and second studs at the back let a small fountain go through, so it's not serious, phew! I'll put them 
back up tomorrow with some sealing paste, so we'll be able to sleep soundly (hopefully there won't be any other bad 
surprise!). And we notice that a part of the manifold seal has come off, damn...  re-fabrications!  

 

 

(PS: sorry for GMT TV, but we had too much trouble with this magneto and water leakage problem to install the "capture" 
equipment ... It will be for the next time !)    

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5668.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5669.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5670.JPG
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Monday 22nd April 2013   

As promised, here is the footage shot yesterday. Sorry for the rough framing, but we were a little busy ...  

First the priming of the oil pump, ignition off and without petrol, then opening the petrol:   

 

Then one of the unsuccessful attempts, the ignition sequence being wrong:    

 

Then the first start after putting the spark plug leads back in order. The engine stops because the fuel supply is blocked by the 
non-return valve of the tank :   

  

The various first adjustments : Correct fuel supply, magneto setting at 22°, idle and rich, and tightening of the cylinder head at 
25 Nm:  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/mise en pression et essence.wmv
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Essais infructueux.wmv
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/premier démarrage.wmv
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And finally the "baptism" of the engine with    :Sudden Death /Mort subite  beer

 

Thursday, April 25, 2013.   

Quick little job tonight: put back the exhaust manifold studs that open into the water chambers with Loctite 510 to ensure 
water tightness. We hope this will hold at the temperature ...  

The studs in question are mainly the two upper ones in the centre, but it seems to me that the two extremes are also opening 
into the chambers,   

 , 

  and I'm also disassembling them as a precaution:  

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mort_subite_(bi%C3%A8re)
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Réglages serrage.wmv
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Baptême.wmv
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5671.JPG
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A bit of Loctite :  

 

 

and I screw again, not too hard because the threads are not very deep !   

  

 

 

 

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5672.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5673.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5674.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5675.JPG
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And a little cleaning, it will dry until Saturday: .   

. 

Looking at the RB documentation about the N 10/4 magnetos, I find some very interesting things. First of all, there are some 
with the armature turning clockwise and others anti-clockwise  

( Note : click on the image to see a high definition picture )  

Ours turn clockwise, so the rotor also turns clockwise seen from the opposite side (contacts and rotor side).  

And I find a drawing with the right rotor cover (ref 2003), numbered 1234 in the clockwise direction, it's the one we need :  

( Note : click on the image to see a high definition picture )  

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5676.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/MAGNETO RB_p5.pdf
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/MAGNETO RB_p14.pdf
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I also find a page where it's advised to set the advance from 6 to 8 mm of piston stroke "for engines from 100 to 120 mm of 
stroke".    

" ( Note : click on the image to see a high definition picture ) 

  )   

  

Which angle does that make? A small elementary trigonometry calculation to relate the advance angle to the piston advance 
before TDC, which is summarized in the following table.  

The values read elsewhere for the 5HP (90 mm stroke and 170 mm connecting rod between axes) can be found: for an 
advance angle of 17°, the position of the piston is about 2.5 mm before TDC explosion. For a 22° feed angle, the position of the 
piston is 4.1 mm.  

I check the values given in the RB magnetos doc. Indeed, 100 mm of stroke is not very far from the 90 mm of a C3 engine! I 
took a connecting rod length of 190 mm for the example (with 100 mm of stroke it must pass!).  

 We find for a 26° advance a piston position at 6.3 mm before TDC, and for a 29° advance a position at 7.8 mm  

before TDC, which corresponds to the 6 to 8 mm range 

.  

( Note : click on the image to get a high definition picture )  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/MAGNETO RB_p8.pdf
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Avance_°_mm.pdf
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All this to say what? That I always wonder why the RTA Instructions manual ( mostly copies of Citroen manuals )( gives 17° or 
2.5 mm advance   

 

... whereas the photo shows 22° before TDC (punch above the M or the crown nut):  

 

But it wouldn't be the first time that the RTA would be wrong, and I think that taking into account the famous punch above the 
1 to the left of the TDC on the crown is the reason for the 17° value...  

  

… and then what would mean the punch above the 4, which would give 27° advance?!!  

Far from me the idea of polemic, I just try to understand ...   

  

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/p_10810.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Moteur_A_de_ retour/marques_couronne_t.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Moteur_A_de_ retour/1a10_t.jpg
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Friday, April 26th, 2013   

A member of the 5HP Amicale forum very kindly pointed out to me that in the Citroën “Memento Technique “ N° 425 1957 
edition, it was also specified 17° of advance and 2.5 mm of stroke. Thanks, Kronos!   

( Note : click on the image to get a high definition picture )  

 

To top it all off, I've had this document for quite some time, but I'd never consulted it for the C3s!   

So the RTA was right, my apologies ... but that still doesn't explain the three punches!   

Maybe to give a range of settings, depending on different parameters like fuel quality, carburettor type, compression ratio, 
spark plug type etc. ? Anyway, it starts with 17° and 22°, but actually turns better for this engine with 22°. I will check and 
adjust the valve clearance to the maximum, and test again. As soon as we have the strobe light, we will see (maybe) more 
clearly.   

But anyway, it is indisputable that when pistons 1 and 4 are visually immobile at TDC (and measured as such), the central 
punch above the M of TDC and the thread of the upper crown screw are exactly in line with the marks on the engine and 
gearbox casings, and the key of the flywheel is at 180° below the marks ...  

When I think that for the Tractions, I just have to put the 4 in balance, the rotor in front of the 1, to start and then to adjust by 
ear !!! Unfortunately, it's impossible to modify here the magneto setting when the engine is running ...  

 Saturday, April 27, 2013   

On the program today, the launching ... Luckily it's not raining, and I get out the “ Tracab” again, luckily there's room in front of 
the house  

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Memento_technique_allumage.pdf
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5677.JPG
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As   the carburettor is not yet ready, we proceed to a meticulous check of the tappets. Indeed Michel had finished the control 
of the distribution by setting all the tappets to 0.25 mm. We very carefully reset the intake tappets to 0.20 as recommended.   

We also check the exhaust tappets at 0.25 mm, and slightly correct No 4 (gearbox side!) which is a bit too "wide". With four 
hands it's easier than with two, isn't it Michel! 

 

As we don't have the strobe light yet, we won't change the timing of the magneto today for this second test session. 

 

So we leave it set at 22° ..  

 . 

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Poussoirs.wmv
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5678.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5679.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5680.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5681.JPG
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André repairs with "exhaust" paste the joint of the exhaust manifold which had torn during the dismantling last Sunday :   

  

Reassembling the exhaust manifold and the carburettor. André reattaches the elbow and the exhaust manifold; we direct the 
engine so that it's outwards so that we don't get intoxicated in the garage, which will get us dazzling glances, pinched nose, 
from some passers-by !    

!  

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5682.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5683.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5684.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5685.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5686.JPG
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The petrol feed . 

  

We fill the system with water, then we start checking the compressions. There are respectively 6.4 6.4 6.75 and 6.2 bars for 
cylinders 1 (radiator side) to 4 (gearbox side). It could be slightly higher because we didn't have a gasket for the plug  adapter 
18 mm => 14 mm, we found one after, but didn't start the test again ..  

   

First start , quickly aborted as I had forgotten to tighten the plugs ; shame on me!   

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5687.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Compression.wmv
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Dém1.wmv
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Second test, there's not enough water, we should   bleed the circuit:  

 

André has a great idea: use the second engine oil drain valve on the top hose :   

 

We start again, I reduce the idling speed and check the richness, but we see exhaust fumes coming out of the two central top 
studs which are going through the exhaust manifold.    

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Dém2.wmv
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5689.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5688.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Dém3.wmv
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So André puts some exhaust paste on the washers:   

 

and we put the nuts back on:   

  

  

Fourth test, everything is fine, the idle speed is set lower, the richness screw checked, it goes up well in rpm, it goes round, no 
leak (visible) at the cylinder head gasket neither towards the outside (oozing) nor towards the inside (no white smoke), we are 
happy!  

  

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5690.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5691.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5692.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Dém4.wmv
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But as Michel predicted, the makeshift radiator is not at all suitable for thermosiphon cooling: its pipes are horizontal, and 
water circulation is slowed down. We'll leave it at that for today, and we take the engine (and the tracab !) back in ... 

 

  

Sunday 28th April 2013   

I had fun (you spend your time as you can on Sunday ...) to make a quick little Excel table to calculate the relation degrees of 
ignition advance <=> mm of piston stroke and vice versa, according to the stroke and the length of the connecting rod of an 
engine.  

Here is the calculation note (like the one of April 25th but expanded), for those who are nostalgic for school (!) :  

  

Note : click on the image to get a high definition picture )  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5693.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/IMG_5694.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Calcul avance.pdf
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and the Excel table, where you enter the engine parameters in the two blue cells, and the angle in degrees or the advance in 
mm in the green cells. If the table opens as read-only, you only need to save it locally to be able to modify the blue and green 
cells: 

 

  THE END 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Démarrage_moteur_A/Tableau avance.xls

